Semantic coindexation: evidence from Portuguese derivation and compounding
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This paper tries to shed light on the questions: How do words formed by word formation get their meaning? What are the factors involved and what is the balance between them?

According to Jackendoff’s Parallel Architecture (2002), a word is an interface between Phonology, Syntax and Semantics, and formation of word meaning is independent of syntax. The PA permits us to solve some problems that come to light by adopting other perspectives (syntactically guided: Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1992; Beard 1995; Lieber 2004; or cognitively guided: Barker 1998; Ryder 1999; Panther & Thornburg 2002).

We propose to analyse Portuguese word formation of deverbal nouns and adjectives and of compounds, in order to test if these two genolexical mechanisms behave similarly respecting the semantic structure of their constituents.

Empirical data show that word formation mechanisms align semantic structuring independently of syntactic structuring. Only semantic features are responsible for the meaning of the coined word. This is shown by:

i) agent deverbal adjectives can be formed by verbal bases that in their argument structure lack an argument (Agent) corresponding to the meaning of the deverbal adjective. E.g.: chovedor ‘that makes rain’, suador ‘that makes sweat’.

ii) event deverbal nouns, although sharing a verbal base and a general meaning ‘event of Vb’, display different semantics according to the suffix. E.g.: [[anda^N^v^ança]] ‘adventure, journey’, [[anda^N^mento]] ‘speed or way of something going’, [[anda^N^du^ra]] ‘physical way of moving’. The difference between their meanings comes from the coindexation of semantic features of the affix and semantic features of the base.

iii) concrete meanings (e.g. ‘portion’, ‘residue’, ‘amounts’) of some deverbal nouns (e.g. [[serra^N^du^ra]] ‘sawdust’, [[ceva^N^du^ra]] ‘rests of the bird that a bird of prey has been feed on’). These concrete meanings vary across affixes. Deverbal nouns constructed on the same base but with other affixes don’t have the same concrete meanings ([[serra^N^ção]] ‘the action of sawing’, [[ceva^N^gem]] ‘the action of feeding’ (causative construction)).

We propose that variation in the meanings across deverbal nouns is due to the semantic feature of each affix, besides other information domains — subsumed in Semantic structure — such as pragmatic-referential fields.

Semantic features that are the object of coindexation come from the lexical units involved, and also from other semantic structures.


Despite their holistic meaning and their idiomaticity, these lexical constructions respect the major grammatical relations (conjunction, subordination, modification) underlying compounding. Their semantic structure reflects the ‘maximal semantic
frame’ associated to each of the constituents, as well as the plausible semantic relations relying them. The distance between possible and lexicalized meanings they convey requires additional meaning computation, involving unexpressed features of the constituents (profile and/or proper functions of denotata, extralinguistic and cultural features), and coercion functions (Jackendoff 2009).
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